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Estimation of Additive Noise Variance for Multiuser CDMA Systems
Jingxian Wut, Chengshan Xiaot, and Khaled B. Letaiec
tDept. of ECE, University of Missouri, Columbia, MO 65211, USA
$Dept. of EEE, Hong Kong University of Science & Technology, Hong Kong
A bstract--In this paper, a navel additive noise variance estimation algorithm is proposed for multiuser CDMA systems
experiencing time varying and frequency selective fading.
The algorithm is developed by exploring the eigen-structure
of the receive signal correlation matrix, which is characterized by the s t a t i s t i d properties of both the fading channeI
and the additive white Gaussian noise. Relying only on the
knowledge of the receiver signal samples, the algorithm can
accurately estimate the variance of the additive noise present
at the receiver of multiuser CDMA systems. The estimated
noise variance can be employed along with other receiver
algorithms to improve system performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

.

In-cmmunication system, additive noise is primarily
introduced by thermal agitation in electronic components as
well as interferences encountered during transmission. As
a result of central limit theorem, the additive noise is usually modeled as zerc-mean Gaussian distributed with white
spectrum, i.e., additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Duc
to the white spectruin nature of AWGN, it’s almost impossible to obtain the actual values of the additive noise at the
communication receiver. However, the variance of the additive noise can be estimated at the receivcr. Actually, a lot
of advanced communication receiver algorithms rely on the
knowledge of noise variance to improve system performance,
e.g., the minimum mean square error (MMSE) receiver [I],
maximal a posteriori probability (MAP) algorithm implemented by turbo decoder [Z], the bclief propagation algorithm for low density parity check (LDPC) decoding I3],
etc.
Several methods were prcsentcd €or noise variance estimation at communication system receivcr [Z],141, and 15).’
In IZ), an iterative noise variance estimation algorithm is
implemented in conjunction with MAP decoder for a turbo
coded system experiencing Hat Fbyhigh fading. A one shot
noise variance estimation method is presentcd in [4] for code
division multiple access (CDMA) system with quasi-static
hequency selective channels.
In this paper, we present a new additive noise variance
estimation algorithm for multiuser CDMA systems suffering
from both timc varying and frequency selective fading. The
continuous-time CDMA system is equivalently represented
as discrete-time tapped delay line filter with time varying
tap coefficients. In addition, the t a p coefficients are mutually correlated in both timc domain and delay domain.
A new rank inequality between the channel correlation matrix and receive signal correlation matrix is proposed by
utilizing the temporal as well as delay domain correlation
information of the fading channel. The results are exploited
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to facilitate the development of the noise variance estimation algorithm. The noise variance estimation algorithm
requires only the knowledge of the received signal Samples,
and simulation results show that the new algorithm can accurately estimate the additive noise variance of muItiuser
CDMA systems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a discrete-time representation of thc multiuser CDMA system with correlated channel taps. In Scction 111, a rank inequality between channel and signal correlation matrices is derived based on the statistical properties of the discrete-time channel, and the results are used to
formulate the additive channel estimation algorithm. Simulation examples are given in Section IV, and Section V
concludes the paper.

11. DISCRETE-TIME
SYSTEMREPRESENTATION
A . System Model
We consider the uplink of a multiuscr CDMA system
with M users. The baseband representation of the received
signal at the basestation is
Af

s m ( t - Tm) 0 g&,

r(t)=
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where @ denotes the operation of convolution, s,(t) is the
mth user’s transmitted signal, 7, is thc rclativc propagation
delay experienced by the mth user, g,(t,
7) is the time varying channel impulse response, and v(t) the additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) with variance NO to be estimated.
The channel impulse response g m ( t , T) can be viewed as the
response of the mth user’s fading channel at time t to an
impulse applied to the channel at time t - T [6].
In a multiuser direct sequence CDMA system, each
user is assigned a uniquc signature waveform.
Lct
qm(t) =
Crz, cm(k)p{t - kT,) be thc normalized
signature waveform of the mth user, where c,
=
[ ~ ( O > , ~ ( l ) , - , ‘ h- ( N - 1)IH f C N x l is the mth user’s
spreading code, with (.)t representing transpose operation,
p ( t ) is the normalized root raised cosine (RRC) filter with
J p ( t ) p * ( t ) d t= 1,and T, is the chip period. The processing
gain of the system is N , and thc code vector c , satisfics
c$cm = N , with
representing the Hermitian (complex
transpose) operation. Thus the transmitted signal of tkc
mth user can be written as
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where b,(i) is the modulated symbol of the mth user with where RPp(t) is the auto-correlation function of the RRC
filter p ( t ) and it satisfies
symbol period Td = NT,.
At the receiver, the chip matched filter p*(-t) is applied
to ~ ( t and
) , the output of the matched filter is y ( t ) = ~ ( 0
t)
(7)
p*(-t). If we define the composite channel impulse response
(CIR) as follows
Equations
/( 6 ) and (7) immediately leads to

S_&

+W

hna(t,T) =

I L P ~ ( T- Tm

E [ z i * ( n d . q2(n2)] = 0,'. S(j, - j 2 ) ' q n l - nz), (8)
which means z3(n) is still a white Gaussian process with
variance of No. To this point, it's apparent that the problem of variancc estimation of AWGN v ( t ) is equivalcnt to

- a)gm(tr a)da, (3)

J

thcn thc chip rate samplcd output y3(n) = y(jT'
the receiver filter can be represented by

E

+ nT,) of

estimate the variance of the discretetime noise component

4n).

Another important component of the discrcte-time system model is the time varying discretetime channcl com-1 *=-a
efficient hm(j, l ) , which is sampled from k,(t, 7). For
for n = 0,1,... ,N - 1 , (4) Ftayleigh fading channel, the physical channel impiilsc rexhm(j,1) y(n),
where yj [n)and zj(n) are the samples of y ( t ) and r(t) = sponse g m ( t , 7 ) is a complex Gaussian process with zeroi ~ ( t ) @ p ' ( - t )at the time instant t = jT,+nTc, respectivcly, mean. Based on (3), it is easy to conclude that h A ( t , ~ )
and h,(j,jN 4- n) = h,(jT,,jNT,
nT,) is the discrete- and its sampled version hm(j,E ) arc zero-mean Gaussian
time version of the CIR hm(t,r7). It is assumed hcre that distributcd. Moreover, the channel coefficients h, ( j ,I )
thc fading channel varies slowly enough that it keeps nearly arc correlated in both €he time domain j and the dcconstant during one symbol duration.
To simplifj the representation of (4), we note that the
index k of h ( k ) satisfies 0 5 k < N . Combining this inequality with k = ( j - i ) N (n- l ) , we have j % 1 <
i5j
Since the index i of bm(i) can only take integer
values, we can immediately get i = j
1 9 1 , whcrc 1-1
denotes rounding to the nearest smaller integer. Substituting the value of i into k = (j- i ) N (n - l ) , we will have the function Jo(z)is the zero-ordcr Bessel function of the
k =(n - 1 ) = (n- l ) N , with (z), denoting the first kind, and G,(p) is the normalized power delay profile
residue of z / N with 0 5 (z), 5 N - 1. The analysis above of the channel, The channel intcr-tap corrclation informateads to a simplified rcpresentation of (4)
tion will bc cxplorcd in thc next section to facilitate thc
development of the noise variance cstimation algorithm.
With the correlation information given in (lo), thc
power of the Ith channel tap isp(l,,l ) , which is jointly dctermined by Gm(p) and GP(t).Since tbc time-domain tails
of p ( t ) falls off rapidly, p ( l , 1 ) will decrease quickly with thc
increase of 111. When p(1,l) is smallcr than a predefined
Equation (5) is a discretotimc representation of the threshold, it has very little impact on the output signal,
CDMA system, and the time varying frequency-selective and thus can be discarded. Without loss of generality, we
fading is represented as a T,-spaced tapped-delay line fil- use 1, = [ - L m l , . . .
E
to represent thc tap
ter. The input-output relationship of the CDMA system delay index vector of the mth user, wherc L,1 and L,z arc
are determined by the time varying channel tap coefficients non-negative integers.
h m ( j ,1) and thc noise component q ( n ) .
With 1,' we define the tap coefficients vector of thc mth
user as
3. Statistics of the Discrete-time System Model
llj(n) =
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The statistical properties of the discrete-time system
model are analyzed hcre to facilitate the development of
the noise variance estimation algorithm.
In the discrete time system representation, the original
AWGN v ( t ) is equivalently replaced by the discretetimc
noise component z3(n). Since z3(n) is thc linear transformation of the Gaussian process v(t), it is still zero-mean
Gaussian distributed with auto-correlation given by [7]

E

[ZJ1(nI)Z;,(nz)]=N012pp[(31 - j 2 E

+ (nl - nz)TcI,

(6)

then the tap corrclation matrix
the mth uscr can bc written as

Rhm

= E[hm(j)hE(j)] of

where p m ( l l , 1 2 ) is the tap correlation coefficient defined in
(10).
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111. A NEW NOISE VARIANCE
ESTIMATIONwhere P is the total numbcr of pilot symbols in one slot.
Cxrespondingly, the corrclation matrix of the rcceivcd
ALGORITHM
In this section, we present EL new algorithm for the estimation of additive white Gaussian noise variance by exploring the statistical properties of both thc additive noise
and the time varying frequency selective channcl. '
For system with pilot symbol assisted modulation, the
transmitted symbols arc divided into slots with known pilot symbols inserted in the data stream. For convenience
of representation, the symbol '1' is used as pilot symbols.
From ( 5 ) , the input-output relationship of the CDMA system at pilot symbol position j, can be writtcn in matrix
format as

where

c

[Cl

=

i cz i ... i

pilot symbols can be approximatcd by (c.f. cqn. (16))

In order to estimate the noisc variance No from (19)$ we
necd to exploit the eigcn structurc of RI&!
which is thc sum
of P corrclated random matrices as dcscribcd in (Ha). According to thc physical propcrtics of thc doubly-selcctivc
fading channcl, we havc the_ following t heorcm about thc
rank of the random matrix Rh.
Theorem I : If we define thc temporal corrclation matrix
& E C p x pas a t the top of thc next pagc, whcrc &(.) is thc
zcro-ordcr Besscl function of thc first kind, fd is the maximum Doppler kequcncy of the time varying fading channel,
T, is the symbol pcriod, and j , is thc index of thc pth pilot symbol o€ a slot with F pilot symbols, then we havc
t_hc followin rank inequality bctwecn thc random matrix
5 h ( j P ) h H ( j pand
) the dctcrministic matrix
Rh = $
Rt

CMJ,

(15)

where
cm(Lm1)
cm(Ltn1 1)

+

c&(Lmrl)

."

h(0)
h(l)

" '

"'

%(N-1)

t..

where P is the number of pilot symbols of onc slot. For WSSUS Rayleigh fading channel, thc vectors hm,land h n , k arc
zcro-mean Gaussian distributcd, and thcir cross-corrclation
matrix can bc obtained from (9) as

cm(N - Lm2)

- lm2 + 1)

".

c,(N

'..

G(N-L,z-l)

with the ith column of C , being obtaincd from circular
shift i symbols of the original code vector c,.
From (13), the correlation matrix of the received pilot
symbols Ry,= lEly(jp)yH
( j p ) ]can bc written by
= CRhCH

+ NOIN,

(16)

where Rh = E[h(jp)hH(jp)]
is the multi-user intcr-tap correlation matrix defined as

%l,d

4

= w m , l h g , l = h(m,

'

P m O , k) ' Rt,

(23)

wherc d(m,1 ) is the Kroncckcr delta function, p m ( l , k ) is thc
tap correlation given in (10))and Rt i s defined in (20).
With (23), hm,l can be equivalcntly represented as thc
linear transformation of Gaussian vcctor wm,l with indcpcndent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) elements

-

hm,i

*

wm,i,

(24)

whcre the symbol N defines an equivalcncc relation between two random variables if they havc thc
same statistical distributions, the vector wm,l =
[ W J - b ( L ~ ) , w m ( 2 , ~ ), ,W. ., .I L t ~ ! ~ ) I T
N ( o ! > m ( 4 w P ) is
Gaussian distributed with zcro-mean and covariancc matrix pm((l,l) . I p , and the cross corrclation matrix bctwecn
wm,l and W , , k is E[W~,[W:-~]
= d(m, n > p,,(E,
.
k ) . I p . The
matrix
is thc square root of Rt definccl as

-

with R,,, being the channel correlation matrix of the mth
user defined in (12).
Within one slot duration, the correlation matrix RDPand
Rh can be approximatcd by their rcspective sample means

= Ut :A:'2,

-

p=l

-

P

(25)

whcrc At = diag{Atl, . . . , X t p } is a diagonal matrix with
At,
for p = 1 , 2 ) . . . ,P , being the eigcn values of Rt in
decrcasing ordcr, and Ut = {uti, . u p ] E C p X pare thc
corresponding orthonormal cigen vectors.
!
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From the analysis above, we can see that the family Rh and ~ t and
, the interactions between 8,and R~ are
. . . M } has cxactly the employcd here for the estimation of the noise variance.

of vcctors {h,,lIl E I,, m = 1,

)

{

-

same distribution as @ j 2 wm,t11 E 1), m = 1, . Jf}. With the rank inequality given in (21) and the fact that
Therefore we have the following equivalent relation about rank(A . B) 5 min [rank(A), rank(B)] [8, p.131, we will
have
the inner product of two branch CIR vectors

-

hTn,{
H . hn,k

WE,^(&1 / 2 ) H

.@”~,,IE,

rank(C&CH) 5 rank(Rt).

(26a)

.

(30)

Combining (19) and (30), wc can see that thc noise variance
No is equal to thc average of thc smallest N-rank(Rt) eigen
p=l
values of thc correlation matrix Ryp.
It is shown in [9] that rank(Rt) L2hTf,~k,J 1. For
where R = rank(Rtt),and the cqudity (Ri’2)HR:’2 = A t CDMA systems, we always kavc fdTs << 1, which means
from (25) is used in (26b).
L2N f,&] + 1 << N . Thcrcfore, an estimation of No can be
Noting thc fact that each element of thc matrix 6, de- obtained by averaging over the smallest N - L2r\’fdTs] - 1
fined in (18b) can be writtcn asthe normalized inner prod- cigen values of
Sincc the maximum Doppler frequency
uct of two branch CIRS as
fd is not available at the receiver, we can replace fd by its
maximum possible value for practical CDMA systems, e.g.,
P
1
1
yhE,i ‘ hn,k = p
hm(jp, L)&(jp, k l i
(27) 200 Hz, without Losing the ecimation accuracy. It should
be noted that the vahe of Rh and Rt arc not requircd
p=l
during the estimation of the noisc variance, although the
we can replace all the clcmcnts of & as described in (27) estimation method is derived bascd on the properties of
corresponding to each valuc_of m,n,I and I; without altering these two matriccs.
the statistical property of RI,,and the obtaincd matrix is
We conclude this section by summarizing the noisc variance estimation process as follows:
R

C

Xpwm (P,~

w (pi
:

(26b)

+

GP.

&I

-

n

Xpw@)wN(p),

sh =

hp

(28)

p= 1

Step 1 : Formulate the matrix
based on y ( j , ) as dcscribed in (19).
Step 2 : Perform cigenvahc decomposition of RYp.
The N eigcnvalues are stored in decreasing order as
[ h , X Z , . . * ,hI.
Step 3 : Based on the results from Step 2, the noise variance can be estimated by
n

where w(p) = [wT(p) wT(p) . . . w5(p)JT,and w,(p) =
[w,(p, -&I),..
,wm(p,Lmz)]T f c ( L m 1 + L m 2 + 1 ) x 1 is the
branch channel impulse rcspo5sc vector of the mth user.
Thcreforc the random matrix Rh is statistically equivalent
to the sum of l3 rank 1matrices. According to the incquality
rank(A B) 5 “(A)
-trank(B) [S, p.131, wc have

+

R

rank(%) 5 C r a n k [X,w(p>w”(p)] 2 R,

(29)

p= 1

where R = rank(Rt). Sincc k, and S h have thc same
stochastic propcrty, the supermum of their ranks should bc
the same, and this complctes thc proof.
It should bc notcd that thc value of thc actual multiuser
correlation matrix R h is dctermined by the frequencysclectivc propcrty of the fading channel, while the matrix
Rt reflccts the timc varying property of thc channel. According to (9), thcre should be no interaction between Rh
and Rt. Howcver, the approximation matrix iih is the average of P timcdomain samptes, which arc corrcIated with
cach othcr due to thc temporal correl$ion of the fading
channel. Thcreforc the properties of Rh dcpend on both

IV. SIMULATION
EXAMPLES
Simulations arc carried out in’this section to dcmonstratc the performance of the proposed noisc variancc cstimation algorithm.
Thc simulation is performed ovcr a 5-uscr CDMA system
operating in the Vehicular A channel profile [lo]. The slot
duration used in the simulation is Tslat= Zms, and every
2 dots are combined as a hyper-slot during the estimation
process. In each of the slot, thcre are 56 data symbols and
6 pilot symbols. Gold sequences with N = 127 are used as
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Good agreement can be observcd between the estimated
noise variance and actual noise variance. The simulation
results verify that the proposed algorithm I s very accurate
for a large range of signal to noise ratio.
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CoNCEUsIoNs

In this paper, wc presentcd a novel and simple noise
variance estimation algorithm for multiuser CDMA systems
experiencing time varying and frequency selective fading.
The noise variance estimation algorithm was developed by
exploring both the eigen-structure of the channel inter-tap
correlation matrix and thc time domain correlation information of the fading channel. During the estimation process, the’only knowledge rcquired by the algorithm is the
received signal samples. Therefore, the noise variance estimation algorithm can be placcd immediately after sampler
at communication receiver, and the results can be used by
other receiver algorithms to improve system pcrformance.
Simulation results show that the new algorithm can accurately estimatc the variance of additive noise present at the
channel.
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